
 Safety: “The essence of  safety is to live healthy” The idea was    
propagated among the students through number of well planned  and executed activities 
where the students of class 1,2,3 (i)  learnt about the safety rules that must be followed on the 
road and to interpret traffic signals and signs. A glimpse of the performed activities  

“You can teach a student a lesson for a day, but if you can teach him to learn by creating curiosity,                                        
he will continue to learn  as long as he lives.” 

In CBSE i learning is based on doing some hands-on experiments and activities. The idea of learning is rooted in the common    
notion that children are active learners rather than passive recipients of information. Thus at MAPS, children grow to become life 
long learners looking for new skills, insight and ideas. We believe that if they are not learning, they are not growing… not moving 
towards  excellence. To make learning more concrete and meaningful, various activities are conducted in CBSE i Classes 1,2 and 
3 . The details of the same are as follows: 

 Shelter and community  - : The subject was dealt in the classes to make the students understand the importance 
of a house and know about the different types of houses. Students also understood  how physical environment,        

Including weather and climate, and the availability of building materials influence the style of construction of a house. 
Some of the activities undertaken were:- 

TRANSPORTATION:  
Under this theme students acquired knowledge about how people use different means of  
transportation and  discussed the advantages of having multiple means of transport. They   

displayed their learning by reciting poems ,story telling and through Show And Tell  Activity. 

Evacuation Drill: 
 The school conducts the drills on a regular basis to  familiarize and train students for 
disaster management. School is conscious that managing a large group of students in a 
situation of fire in the building is a   challenge that must be addressed in advance by 
preparation and planning. To make the learning palpable, the drill was conducted for 
learners of Class 1(i)  to  draw attention to fire safety measures. 

CALLIGRAPHY:  
There is no doubt about the fact that handwriting is an essential skill for both children and adults. Even in the age of 
technology, handwriting remains the primary tool of  communication and knowledge assessment for students in the 

classroom. Therefore, regular emphasis is laid to encourage and motivate our students to learn to write in a good   
handwriting. English and Hindi Calligraphy Competition for Class 2(i)  students was organized to enhance          

handwriting mechanism. 
 

VISIT TO CHURCH  
To make  students aware about different religions, festivals 
and communities, students of class 1,2 and 3(i) visited the 
Church of Montfort School on the occasion of Christmas. 

Mathemics– Learning By Doing 
Maths is a practical subject and to make a concept clear to the 

students, activities are the standard methods for Cbse i           
learners. 
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INDO-GERMAN MYRIOS CONNECT 
Our students explored amazing cultural similarities between the folk tales of Germany and India and learned to appreciate the diverse         

culture. The students of Class IX, working in groups staged the folk tales of the two countries capturing the universal wisdom depicted in them. 
Thereafter, students of Class VIII filled in the comparative STORY-MAP of the two folktales. They also compared and contrasted a            
character from one tale to the character in the other tale through graphic organizers. Adding another dimension to the Indo-German             

Connect, the students of Class VI-VIII designed a compelling COFFEE TABLE BOOK,  harmonizing various           
socio-economic  systems and traditions of India and Germany, regarding food, art clothing,                                         

geography ,history ,tourism, language, economics and politics. 

The integration of international dimensions in school curriculum provides varying cross-cultural benefits.                      
The following projects helped students acquire new skills and greater awareness. 

ACTIVITIES DESCRIPTION CLASSES COUN-

ACTIVITY 1 THEATRICAL PERFORMANCE-Class IX students working in small groups will stage the folk tales (one 
each minimum) of the two countries capturing universal wisdom. Thereafter Class VIII students will fill in 
the comparative STORY –MAP of the two folk tales. They will also compare and contrast any two charac-
ters (one each from German and Indian Folk Tale) through Graphic Organizers (G.O.) e.g.Venn Diagram. 

VIII 
IX 
 

Germany 
India 

ACTIVITY 2 Students will work in small groups to design a compelling COFFEE TABLE BOOK highlighting Indo-German 
connect  covering different aspects of Food , Art, Clothing, Geography, History, Tourism, Language,  
Economics & Politics to enshrine their comparative study of German and Indian Socio-economic systems 
and traditions.  

VI-VIII Germany 
India 
 

COLLABORATVE DETECTIVE STORY: 
Under the umbrella of ISA, the students of Class VI experienced a whole new world of learning and exploration. They went on a world tour 

by being friends with the global students and collaborated with them to create thrilling Detective Stories. The journey turned to be a           
wonderful learning experience for the upcoming writers as they understood the importance of teamwork, collaboration and mutual              

understanding. The virtues like patience, respect for others’ opinion and acceptance that were embedded in them while working on  the      
project shall guide them throughout their lives . May our young Agarsainians learn and grow with many more everlasting  learning                  

experiences. 

ACTIVITIES DESCRIPTION CLASS COUNTRIES         
INVOLVED 

ACTIVITY 
1 

NETIQUETTE-Netiquette will be discussed in the class especially emphasizing how 
another person may interpret what one says online. 
QUESTIONNAIRE- Students will come up with Ideal introductory email exchange 
between children of two different countries. Group discussion on elements of good 
detective story will also be taken up in the class. 

VI 

 
U.K.  
USA  
(New York  
Virginia, Texas)  
North  
America 

ACTIVITY 
2 

COMPARE & CONTRAST & COLLABORATE  
Students will look at their partners’ answers and make a Comparison- Chart:     partners’ 
answers & their own answers.  
This will allow students to learn about stereotypes and how they need to be aware of 
that when communicating.  
Create a ‘Wiki’ page Students will create a page on ‘wiki’ to work on the detective 
story. Students will begin the story with appropriate setting and character         develop-
ment. After the proof reading by other class in other country, they will add another 
paragraph. This process will continue until the story ends.  
 

VI U.K.  
USA  
(New York  
Virginia, Texas)  
North  
America 

ACTIVITIES DESCRIPTION CLASSES COUNTRIES         
INVOLVED 

ACTIVITY 
1 

PRAYERS OF THE WORLD The students of class 3 will be divided into groups of 4 
countries. Each group will be made to listen or watch audios & videos of Germany, UK, 
Egypt & India prayer songs. They will translate the song and present it with new tune 

with the help of their music teacher. The students will draw the flags & religious 
symbols of the country assigned to them. They will then sing the prayer-songs with 
appropriate ritualistic    formalities. Class IV & V (audience) will attempt a question-

naire after listening to the choirs. 

III-V 
 

Germany 
U.K. 
Egypt 
India 

ACTIVITY 
2 

RAMAYANAS OF THE WORLD Class IV students divided into India, Philippines, 
Thailand & Japan groups, will watch videos of stories from the Ramayanas of these 
countries. The students will then either write a letter to their friend expressing their 
liking for a particular character and the reason for it or will write the character 
sketch of their favorite character with illustration. Finally they will enact an episode 
from the story in groups on house activity day. Audience of class V will then attempt a 
FUNSHEET after watching the performances  

IV-V India 
Japan 

Thailand 
Philippines 

VASUDHAIV KUTUMBKAM 
The whole world is indeed one big community and all human beings brethren! What connects all of us is the sprit of universal             

brotherhood. While we may practice different religions, it is imperative to teach our students, the citizens of tomorrow, that all religions 
preach the same. The students of class III were enthralled by the audio and videos of the prayer songs of Germany, UK, Egypt and India. 

Working in groups, they enjoyed translating the song and gave it a new theme. They also dress the flags and religious symbols of the    
assigned   country and finally presented the song before Class IV & V with appropriate ritualistic formalities. These students then             
attempted a   questionnaire based on the prayer song. The legendary tales of the Ramayana are part of the culture of many Asian            
countries and are a thread that connects these nations .The students of Class IV in groups, watched videos of the Ramayanas of              

Philippines, Thailand, India and   Japan. Armed with this knowledge, they penned down their liking for a particular character in the form of 
a letter or a  character sketch. Finally they, enacted an episode from the story in groups on House Activity day. Students of Class V       

attempted a fun-sheet after watching the performance. 
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SNO PROJECT  CLASS 

1 
Haute Couture  Pre School—Pre 

Primary 

2 Children’ Day Around The World  I-III 

3 Comparative Development Experiences Of India and Her 

neighbors    

XI-XII 

4 Indo-German Myrios Connect  IX 

5                  Food Around The World VIII 

6 Carbon Foot Print IX,X 

7              Collaborative Detective Story                                                      VI 

8 Vasudhaiv Kutumbkam  IV 

9 Fostering Hope                                                                      VIII 

10 Friendship Through Education  III-VIII 

11 World Of New Seven Wonders  IV-X 

12 Rhythm Divine  I-XI 

The Award will further fortify the school’s endeavor of providing education with an international 
dimension and open  vistas for the students globally. 

With  revolutionary changes in the teaching –learning pedagogies and the increasing premium on Internationalism,             
Collaboration ,Research and Innovation. MAPS has extended its wings to soar higher. The school has  been making constant   
endeavors to improve and to incorporate innovations in our classrooms. Thus, being a part of the ISA journey, was a natural 

choice for our school. The ISA has opened vistas for our students to gravitate towards an experiential learning which          
remains “ value oriented “. It has given our students a global edge and perspective on team building, innovation and project          
management. The school is working dedicatedly to be the proud   recipient of the International School Award for the period 

2013-16, and has joined the elite group of premier schools with the coveted ISA accreditation and the ISA kite mark,          
instituted by the British Council. This momentous achievement is a culmination of the year long activities 

comprising  12 diverse projects of global dimensions. The session 2012-13 soaked the school in the spirit of 
internationalism as the staff and students synergized to bring the projects to fruition. 

CULMINATION OF ISA CULMINATION OF ISA PROJECTSPROJECTS  

Young Daring Detectives of                                   
MAHARAJA AGARSAIN PUBLIC SCHOOL 

Under ISA Project ( COLLABORATIVE         
DETECTIVE STORY)  our Class VI  students  
collaborated with different countries of the 

world. They collaborated with different schools 
to write detective stories on line through E-pals. 
Students from Texas connected with the children 
of our school through E-mail exchange and Skype 
to write Detective  stories. The effort made by 
our  children was appreciated and acknowledged 

as Alicia R Chacon International School  displayed  
their collaboration with our students on their 

Schools’ Site.    

 MAPS Proud to make a mark on      
International horizon. 

Snapshot 
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Students were engaged with 
this most enchanting and 
ancient language during 
Sanskrit Week celebrations. 
The weeklong celebration 
included the following  
activities . 

‘Mathematics is the science of all sciences and art of all arts.’ 
Mathematics is a creation of the human mind concerned with ideas,     
processes and reasoning. It is much more than Arithmetic, more than   
Algebra and more than Geometry. With the growing importance of 
Maths in this fast paced world, there is an urgent need for all to be 
familiar with new avenues related to mathematics. So to access the 

knowledge of students, Maths Week was organized in the school from 15th January - 1st 
February. Various activities like ‘Travel Maths’ ‘Graphical Morals’ ‘Combinatorics’ 
‘Jigsaw Personalities’ ‘Prob-d-Map’ etc. enhanced the mathematical skills of the students.  
Following are the name of  the winners: 

Class Event I II III 
VI Graphical 

Morals 
VI – D 
Sparsh Jain 
Yatin Dawar 

VI-B 
Kanishka 
Rathore  
Sanskar Goyal 
  

VI-A 
Vaibhav Soni 
Sahil Chauhan. 
VI-E 
Akshat Gupta 
Ganishka 

VII Travel Maths VII-B 
Nisha Bhura 
Neha Kowatra 
Riya 
Princy Singhal 
Rishika Jain 
Muskan Mongia 

VII-C 
Riya Jain 
Ritika Khari 
Shilpy Garg 
Shruti Sharma 
Sparsh Goel 
Srishti Jugran 

VII-D 
Kunal Saraf 
Mohit Gupta 
Mohit Goyal 
Naman Jain 

VIII Combina-
torics 

VIII-A 
Ayushi Bindal 
Himanshi 
Sharma 
Rashi Gupta 
Rushali Yadav 

VIII-B 
Shubham Garg 
Aman Jain 
Divesh Jain 
Mayank Jain 
Sanchit Jain 
Piyush Jain 

VIII-C 
Aarjav Chauhahan 
Ronit Khandelwal 
Akhil Garg 

IX Jigsaw  
Personalities 

IX-B 
Yash Jindal 
Kriti Yadav 
Archit Singhal 
Raghav Gupta 

IX-C 
Rachna 
Sachdeva 
Sakshi Gupta 
Radhika Bansal 
Muskan Jain 

IX-E 
Shivani Garg 
Sonali Goel 
Nancy Bansal 
Anjali Mittal 

X Prob-d-Map X-C 
Molik Goel 
Mohammad 
Asad 

X-B 
Akansha Gupta 
Yajat Gupta 

X-D 
Mansi Bansal 
Shivam Garg 

XI Rendezvous 
Maths 

XI-A 
Ekta Gupta 
Palak Garg 
Aman Bansal 

XI-E 
Swati 
Dimpy 
Isha 

XI-B 
Swati 
Sarita 
Taruna 

Class Event I II III 
V Shlok 

Gayan 
V-F 
Sanya 
Bansal 
Sakshi 
Rathi 
 Riya 
Jindal  

V-F  
 Vinayak  
Tyagi, 
Vineya 
Datt , 
Garvit 
Garg  

V-F 
Akshat 
Goyal, Garv 
Bhardwaj,  
Bhavya 
Gupta  

VI Shlok 
Ucharan 

VI-F 
Vatsav 
Mangla  

VI-F 
Radhika 
Garg  

VI-F 
Aditi   
Rattaragia 
Ankit 
Mangla  

VII Shlok 
Gayan 

VII-F 
Sandeep 
Pandey  

VII-F 
Surbhi 
Gupta  

VII-F 
Kunal 
Gupta  

VIII Updesh- 
yatmak 
Shlok 

VIIID 
Rashi 
Mangla  

VIIID 
Geetika 

VIIID 
Vanshika 
Tyagi 
Divansh 
Goyal  

IX Natya 
Manchan 

Aditi 
Tanmay 
Rishab 
Yash 
 

Anshika 
Deepanshu 
Ritika 
Antara 
Raja  
Rohit 

Sonali  
Shreya 
Divij 
Jigyasa 

X Bhashan 
Prati-
yogita 

X-F 
Kanika 
GOel 

X-F 
Mansi              
Aggarwal 

X-F 
Bhawna  
Gupta 

To Promote German language in the school, students were involved in the    
following activities from Classes VI-IX. The week successfully sparked a new 
idea as the students could ally themselves internationally. Classes VI,VII,VIII 
prepared ‘COFEE TABLE’ book where they compared the culture and        
traditions of their  country with that of Germany. Class IX presented a play        
based on Readers Theatre which was witnessed by class VIII     students. They 
reflected their responses based on their understanding on the fun sheets about 
the play. The whole week reflected the interest and respect of the students for 
other countries of  the  world. 

The Weeks Proved to be enriching and fruitful    
experience for all and witnessed 100% participation. 

To acknowledge the overall performance of a  
student on the basis of academics, sports,         
extracurricular activities and participation in   
various competitions, TIMES-NIE announces 
‘Student of the Year’ award every year. We are 
very proud to inform that Radhika Bansal (IX-C) 
has bagged this award for the year 2013-014 this year. 

Ms. Rachna Bansal is a  guiding 
light and a pillar of strength for 
the students. With her quiet ways 
and industriousness, she is an  
asset to the   institution. 

The students of Class CBSE 2i   
are acknowledged for leaving 
an imprint on the minds of        
everyone with their sense of 
d i s c i p l i n e ,  c l ea n l i n e ss ,         
commitment and team work.                    
Congratulations! to the students   
and their Teacher Incharge,   
Ms. Rashmi Aggarwal 

 Mahima Yadav of Class        
VIII-A  caught everyone’s eye 
during this quarter for her      
dynamic personality, grit and 
determination and never       

resting on her laurels. 

SPOTLIGHT SPECTRUM 
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